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COOKIE POLICY 

Datlinq Nederland B.V. (hereinafter: “Datlinq” or “we”) wants to ensure that your visit to our website is 
as smooth, reliable, and useful as possible. In order to make this possible our website uses cookies 
and similar technologies (such as pixel tags). We also use cookies to learn how you interact with our 
website and to improve your experience while visiting it. We feel that it is important that you know what 
cookies are, what cookies our website uses and how you can manage your cookie settings. 

What are cookies? 

Cookies are small text files containing small amounts of information which are automatically stored by 
your internet browser on your device when you visit a website. Cookies may contain basic information 
about your device or internet use. Cookies allow the website to remember your actions or preferences 
over time. We use several different types of cookies. Some of these are session cookies which are 
temporary and allow us to link your actions during your visit to our website. Temporary cookies expire 
when you close your browser. We also use persistent cookies which remain on your device for a longer 
period and are used to remember your preferences within the website. We use these cookies to analyse 
your behaviour on our website so we can improve our website functionality. Persistent cookies also 
allow us to provide you with targeted advertising and measure the effectiveness of our website 
advertising and website functionality. 

What cookies do we use? 

The cookies we use can be divided in the following 3 categories: 

Functional and essential cookies 

Functional and essential cookies ensure that our website operates properly. These cookies help you to 
access and move around our website and use all its features. Our website does not work properly 
without functional and essential cookies. 

Analytical cookies 

Analytical cookies help us to understand your behaviour on our website, so we can improve your 
experience. Analytical cookies provide us with information about how you arrived at our website, how 
and how long you visit it. These cookies also provide us with information about which parts of our 
website and which content interests you and if you experience any errors.    

Advertising, marketing, and social media cookies 

Advertising, marketing, and social media cookies (including other similar tracking technologies) collect 
information about your browsing habits in order to make our content and advertising as relevant to you 
and your interests as possible. These cookies also help to improve your browsing experience by 
remembering your website preferences. These cookies also limit the number of times you see an 
advertisement and to measure the effectiveness of our advertising campaigns by tracking the number 
of clicks.  

Advertising, marketing, and social media cookies are usually placed by third parties. These parties 
remember the websites you visit and use this information to give you access to interesting content on 



our website and show you personalized advertisements. The following third parties place these cookies 
through our website. We recommend that you read the privacy statements of these parties. 

- Cookiebot; 
- Google; 
- LinkedIn; 
- Elementor.  

We only place advertising, marketing, and social media cookies if you have given us your consent to 
do so. You can revoke your consent at any time. 
 
Cookie overview 

Below is a full list of the cookies we use on our website.  

Functional cookies: 

• Cookiebot; 

• Google; 

• LinkedIn; 

• Elementor. 

Preference cookies: 

• LinkedIn (remember language section); 

• WPML (uses IP address to select correct country for language). 

Analytical cookies: 

• Google Analytics; 

• Google Tag manager; 

• Goole iD; 

• LinkedIn.  

Marketing cookies: 

• Google AdSense; 

• Google DoubleClick; 

• Google AdWords; 

• LinkedIn;  

• UserMatchHistory (Ensures visitor safety by preventing cross-site counterfeiting). 

Managing your cookie settings and deleting cookies 
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You can reject, change, block or delete the cookies which are used on our website by clicking on the 
cookie preferences on our website. You can also revoke your consent by clicking on the cookie 
preferences on our website.  It is also possible to change your preferences for our website by changing 
your browser settings. If you do not wish cookies to be used, you may need to actively delete or block 
cookies.  

If you reject cookies, you will still be able to visit our website but some of the functions may not work 
properly. By using our website without deleting or rejecting (some of) the cookies, you agree that we 
can place those cookies that you have not deleted or rejected on your device. 

You will find a roadmap for managing cookies on the website of the Dutch consumer’s association 
www.consumentenbond.nl/internet-privacy/cookies-verwijderen.    

 
Questions, complaints, and contact 

If you have any questions or complaints about our use of cookies or personal data, please send an 
email to iso@datlinq.com.  

In addition, you can reach us using the below contact details. 

Datlinq Nederland B.V.  
Blaak 16 
3011 TA ROTTERDAM 
+ 31 (0) 10 28 68 900 

Further information about our use of personal data you can find in our Privacy Policy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
This statement was amended in August 2022 for the last time. 



 


